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Organizational success and employee satisfaction are straight linked with 

each other in assisting organisations to better their productiveness, quality, 

etc. At present clip regardless of the organisational scenes and environment 

the directors face a common job to actuate their work force. Employee battle

has become the chief pillar of concern success for all the planetary 

organisations in today ‘ s competitory environment. Not merely does battle 

hold the possible to significantly impact employee keeping, productiveness 

and trueness, it is besides a cardinal nexus to client satisfaction, company 

repute and overall stakeholder value. Every organisation want to make 

maximal stockholder value apart from net income maximization which it can 

merely accomplish if the organisation can achieve the highest degrees of 

concern public presentation for which the employees of the organisation 

plays a really critical function. Employee public presentation plays a major 

function to win in any concern. And of all time since this construct was 

discovered several surveies were conducted sing the factors act uponing 

employee motive. The research on employee satisfaction is invariably 

germinating, with new points of position and schemes emerging on a regular

footing. In fact, there are a overplus of books that have been written on the 

topic. This survey will analyse the assorted constituents of employee 

satisfaction, every bit good as the cardinal drivers involved in actuating the 

employees with relevant illustrations. ( ACCEL, 2010 ) 

Employees are one of the cardinal factors for any organisations success. No 

organisation can win without a certain degree of committedness and attempt
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from its employees. Organizations ever attempt to fulfill its employees to 

derive their committedness and trueness. Harmonizing to Luthans, ( 2001 ) 

occupation satisfaction might be one of the most desirable results that 

employees would wish to obtain. Over the old ages assorted researches has 

indicated that occupation satisfaction is necessary for both single public 

presentation and organizational-level betterment. Bartolo and Furlonger 

( 1999 ) stated that there has been a convergence of involvement on the 

attempts of the employees by the organisations to analyze the factors that 

foster greater occupation satisfaction and do positive parts towards the 

organisation. ( Beatty, 1997 ) 

Literature reappraisal 
While reexamining the literature, it would be hard to happen the ideal 

definition of employee satisfaction. However harmonizing to Ivancevich and 

Donnelly ( 1968 ) , employee satisfaction is a favourable position of the 

worker towards his present the work function. Later Smith, Kendall, and Hulin

( 1969 ) stated that occupation satisfaction is a feeling or affectional 

response towards the aspects of the state of affairs. Although there are no 

agreements on ways of specifying occupation satisfaction, it has been ever 

considered as an employee ‘ s perceptual experience on how good his/her 

occupation provides the of import things in their life. 

Again harmonizing to the employees ‘ grade of occupation satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction employees ‘ behaviour may change to act upon organisational

operations and public presentations. Carrell, Jennings, and Heavrin, ( 1997 ) 

stated that a strong relationship between occupation satisfaction and 

organisational committedness has been found over the old ages. Even when 
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the employees are satisfied ; they want to go forth the organisation for some

better chances at other topographic point. To sum up it would be ideal to 

state occupation satisfaction is straight related to employee turnover in an 

organisation. ( Kressler, Herwig., 2003 ) ( Lindner. J, 1998 ) . 

Determinants of Employee Satisfaction 
Today ‘ s concern universe is altering every twenty-four hours at a 

changeless gait and these alterations are making a batch of job for the 

directors in footings of human resources. At present clip the commercial 

success of every organisation rely largely on the employees. From 

productiveness to profitableness, enlisting to retention it ‘ s merely the 

employees which plays a critical function for the organisational upliftment. 

Research workers have found that a figure of variables are related straight to

occupation satisfaction while some Acts of the Apostless as an index of 

occupation dissatisfaction. 

Personal variables 
Age -Waskiewicz, ( 1999 ) stated that occupation satisfaction with younger 

employees is by and large high at the get downing so beads for literally after

few old ages so raises once more subsequently with employees age. 

Gender – Harmonizing to a survey conducted by Hollen and Gemmell 

( 1976 ) in a college, occupation satisfaction degrees of male and female 

coachs varied. The males expressed higher occupation satisfaction degrees 

than females. 
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Education – Carrel and Elbert ( 1974 ) stated negative relationship between 

instruction and occupation satisfaction. Harmonizing to their surveies 

employees who have more instruction get bored to make routine 

undertaking in a occupation than researching new things. ( About. com, 2010

) 

Work-related factors 
Type of work- Arnold and Feldman ( 1986 ) stated that educated employees 

prefer more ambitious undertaking to present their abilities, 

accomplishments. 

Type of workers -According to Ducharme and Martin ( 2000 ) ‘ s affectional 

coworker support helps to heighten employee occupation satisfaction. 

Pay – Wage is an of import determiner of occupation satisfaction Employees 

position wage as a mirror image of direction ‘ s positions towards their part 

to the organisation. Derlin and Schneider ( 1994 ) stated that wage and 

periphery benefits plays an of import function to increase employee 

occupation satisfaction. 

Other factors 
Leadership 

Harmonizing to Brooke ( 2005 ) leading manner of the organisation and 

employee satisfaction are straight related to each other. The leading of an 

organisation by and large establishes a vision ; organize parametric 

quantities to work for the employees within and put overall pitch for its 

employees of the organisation. Good leaders and directors ever focus on 
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good communicating procedure with the employees to supply greater 

satisfaction to the employees enabling them to state their positions and 

expostulations. To better employee satisfaction proper organisational leading

must be incorporated at every degree to accomplish organisational ends. 

O’Connor ( 2004 ) stated that effectual leading ever ensures that employee 

endowment is decently identified and developed for future leading places 

within the organisation. Leadership that includes an apprehension of 

employee outlooks, desires and demands is necessary in order to bolster and

keep employee satisfaction. ( Pull offing employee public presentation and 

wages 2006 ) ( Marsden. D, Richardson, R, May 1992 ) 

Work Environment 

Work environment includes many facets like employees physical work 

environment, direction ‘ s attitude toward its employees, relationship with 

the co-workers and coworkers, and the on the job conditions. 

Employee Training/Programs 

One of the greatest factor in employee satisfaction/ is the grade of 

preparation and development the organisations provide to its employees 

Adequate preparation and development plans non merely assist to beef up 

employee satisfaction, but besides produce eternal benefits for the 

organisation. Training enterprises should be planned good by the direction 

squads and decently funded and designed to run into organisational and 

employee ends. ( Jariyavidyanont 1978 ) 

Employee Development & A ; Leadership Planning 
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Employee development typically includes two chief countries – calling 

development and professional development. Career development provides a 

broader facet of preparation which straight relates to the employees 

professional development and calling planning. Professional development 

accomplishments, depict the outside range of an employer ‘ s occupation 

description supplying the accomplishments and abilities necessary for the 

growing and ripening necessary for leading places. 

The major facet of a good employee development plan is to choose, 

cultivate, and develop future leaders and directors. This move will actuate 

the employees to travel up in the organisation. Continual instruction and 

development of the employees is regarded as one of the most critical 

organisational scheme at present clip. Cascio ( 1998 ) stated that 

organisations which have the best campaigners helps both the organisation 

and the employees to make single ends. When organisations are able to 

retain quality employees with crisp accomplishments, the economic chances 

for the organisation better well The direction and leading development 

procedure is flexible and uninterrupted, associating an person ‘ s 

development to the ends of the occupation and the organisation. ( Rue and 

Byars, 1999 ) 

Employee Satisfaction and Recognition 

At a clip the employees were thought to be merely a normal portion of the 

production procedure of an organisation but now every organisation realized 

that the employees are the chief drive force of the concern coevals 

procedure, and require high quality motive and acknowledgment. 
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A unrecorded illustration of an organisation proactively measuring the 

factors which motivates its employees can be found at the Piketon Research 

and Extension Center in Piketon, Ohio. The organisation developed a study 

questionnaire consisting of 10 factors and asked employees to rank them in 

order of importance. The most indispensable portion of employee motive is 

to do it doing it stable and uninterrupted and one of the best ways to 

accomplish this is by a formal employee acknowledgment plan. 

Acknowledging and measuring employees ‘ accomplishments are critical to 

reenforcing coveted behaviours. Recognition plans have proven to play an of

import function in a company ‘ s employee satisfaction and growing. 

Recognition plans serve to make positive environments that encourage 

desired behaviours. Organizations that implement meaningful and effectual 

acknowledgment plans frequently gain a competitory border through 

increased employee keeping and an addition in overall employee satisfaction

the execution of effectual award and acknowledgment plans can make a 

positive working environment that encourages employees to boom. 

( Beginning: Soranun, K. , 1994, “ Job Satisfaction and Factors Affecting Job 

Satisfaction of Academic Staffs and Non-Academic Staffs at Chulalongkorn 

University ” , Unpublished Master Thesis, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand 

Beginning: Luthans, F. , 2001, “ Job Satisfaction ” , Organisational Behaviour,

9th ed. , pp. 230-235 

Harmonizing to Brintnall ( 2005 ) acknowledgment makes employees 

experience more valued, apprehended and contributes to higher employee 

morale which increases overall organisational stableness. An effectual 
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acknowledgment plan must be incorporated with organisational schemes 

and ends. As this will guarantee that employee ‘ s attempts are channeled 

toward the ultimate ends of the organisation. A good thought out and 

intentional acknowledgment plan will take into consideration factors such as:

the ends of the plan, the audience, the budget, guidelines, communicating, 

and methods of award. 

The followers is an appropriate illustration of the 12 stairss of the employee 

acknowledgment and satisfaction plan implemented by Sony Corporation: 

Awareness – In Sony employee ‘ s consciousness is broaden by specifying 

the end of consciousness to the employees and so advancing the end 

through standard lines of communicating within like organisation like in the 

company like postings, competitions, group meetings, section tiffins, flyers in

employee payroll check envelopes. 

Specifying the audience – Sony corporations ever define the organisational 

behaviours that need to be changed or improved. 

Identifying a attack – Sony ever tries different attacks to find single public 

presentation and squad public presentation. 

Constructing a budget. 

Keep an oculus on rival ‘ s stairss. 

Single out the employees for awards – Sony ever value its employees by 

supplying proper wages to its staffs. 
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Implement regulations within the organisation. – The regulations should be 

clearly written, and must be simple and apprehensible. 

Communicate decently with the employees and staff. 

Track the alterations in public presentation – . Develop quantifiable methods 

to find employee public presentation. 

Announce the victors. Compliment the top performing artists but be certain 

to demo grasp to the whole squad for their attempts 

Deliver the awards. 

Keep the impulse. 

Even though different organisations have different designs and programs for 

a acknowledgment plan, this illustration from the Sony Corporation includes 

the indispensable elements necessary to efficaciously set up positive 

employee behaviour. 

Beginning: Shields. J, ( 2007 ) , Pull offing Employee Performance and 

Reward Concepts, Practices, Strategies, hypertext transfer protocol: //www. 

cambridge. org/catalogue/catalogue. asp? isbn= 9780521820462 & A ; ss= 

exc, accessed on 3rd Jan 2010 

Employee Motivation 

Kreitner ( 1995 ) stated that motive is a psychological procedure that gives 

behavior intent and way a sensitivity to act in a purposive mode to 

accomplish specific, unmet demands 
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However motive in the work context can be defined as an person ‘ s grade of

willingness to exercise and keep an attempt towards organisational ends ” . 

Motivation is non the individual factor necessary to better the public 

presentation of the employees as people may be extremely motivated but 

are still low performing artists due to assortment of other factors like hapless

direction, unequal preparation or disused equipment etc likewise on the 

other manus employees can be less motivated to work but due to other 

factors like tight direction, inducements, assessment strategies they can 

execute good. Motivation is something that can take to better public 

presentation, but merely when other conditions are met. But largely in all 

organisations the employers make illations about degrees of motive of the 

employees strictly by detecting public presentation. 

The motivated and qualified work force plays a major function to better the 

productiveness of any organisation. Ever since it was discovered that 

employee public presentation plays a major function to win in concern, there 

have been uninterrupted attempts by assorted organisations to measure the 

factors that help to optimise the strength, quality, efficiency and 

dependability of public presentation. 

Harmonizing to Frederick Taylor ( 1856 – 1917 ) , workers are motivated 

chiefly by wage. His Theory of Scientific Management stated that Workers of 

course do n’t wish work, and in order to do them bask their work the 

directors must interrupt down a undertaking into series of little undertakings.

Following which the Workers should be given equal preparation for the 

coveted undertaking and should be paid harmonizing to the figure of points 

they produce in a fit period of clip that is piece rate wage Taylor ‘ s methods 
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were widely adopted by many organisations due to the benefits of increased 

productiveness degrees and lower unit costs. For e. g. Henry Ford used them

to plan the first of all time production line of Ford autos. Later workers came 

to dislike Taylor ‘ s attack as they were merely given drilling, insistent 

undertakings to transport out and were being treated little better than 

human machines. 

Conversely another bookman, Elton Mayo ( 1880 – 1949 ) suggested that 

workers are non merely concerned with money but are better motivated by 

the fulfilment of their societal demands at work ( something that Taylor 

ignored ) . He introduced the Human Relation School of idea, which focused 

on director ‘ s function to take more involvement in the workers, handling 

them as people holding valuable sentiments and recognizing that workers 

enjoy interacting together. Mayo conducted series of experiments at the 

Hawthorne mill of the Western Electric Company in Chicago where he 

isolated two group of adult females workers to analyze their productiveness 

degrees by jumping some factors like illuming and working conditions. He 

was anticipating to see that the productiveness degrees decline as lighting 

or other conditions became increasingly worse but he discovered that 

whatever the alteration in illuming or working conditions occurs, the 

productiveness degrees of the workers either better or stay the same. From 

this survey Mayo concluded that workers are best motivated by: Better 

communicating between directors and the employees ( Hawthorne workers 

were consulted during the experiments and besides had been provided the 

chance to give feedback ) , Greater director engagement in employees 

working lives ( Hawthorne workers responded to a great extent to the 
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increased degree of attending that they received. ) , Working in groups or 

squads. ( Prior to the experiment the Hawthorne workers ne’er worked in 

squads ) . His theory most closely fits in with a paternalistic manner of 

direction. 

In 1940-50 Abraham Maslow developed the Hierarchy of Needs theoretical 

account in USA which farther opened the positions of the people sing motive 

and public presentation. Maslow ‘ s Hierarchy of Needs Model stated that 

people must fulfill each demand in bend, get downing with the first, which 

deals with the most obvious demands for endurance itself. Still till day of the 

month the Hierarchy of Needs theory remains valid for understanding human

motive, direction preparation, and personal development. 

Beginning: Business balls, ( 2009 ) , Maslow ‘ s hierarchy of demands, 

hypertext transfer protocol: //www. businessballs. com/maslow. htm, 

accessed on 2nd Jan 2010 

Maslow – Hierarchy of demands 

( Beginning: Business balls 2010 ) 

There are many theories on motive but two different countries of motive are 

frequently confused: motive to be in a occupation and motive to execute. 

Directors need to understand the impact of their activities on both countries 

as both critical for the direction. Herzberg ‘ s two-factor theory of motive at 

the workplace explains the differentiation between these two countries of 

motive. 

( Beginning: concern balls 2010 ) 
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It distinguishes satisfiers, which are the chief causes for occupation 

satisfaction ( or motive to execute ) , from dissatisfiers, which are the chief 

causes for occupation dissatisfaction ( or demotivation to stay in a 

occupation ) when absent or perceived as insufficient. Motivating factors are 

chiefly achievement, acknowledgment, duty and the work itself. On the other

manus dissatisfiers includes working conditions, wage, and relationship with 

co-workers, administrative supervising, etc. 

Beginning: Novabizz ( 2009 ) , Hertzberg factors, hypertext transfer protocol:

//www. novabizz. com/NovaAce/Behavior/img/herzberg_factors. gif, accessed 

on 27th Dec 2010 

Last McGregor ‘ s X-Y theory is a simple reminder of the natural regulations 

for pull offing people. He stated that there are two types of workers and 

directors in any organisation Theory x ( ‘ authoritarian direction ‘ manner ) 

and Theory y ( ‘ participative direction ‘ manner ) . The workers following 

theory x dislikes work and ever seek to avoid it, so direction must coerce 

these people for work with the menace of penalty to derive organisational 

aims. Theory ten workers prefers to avoid duty ; are ambitionless, and wants 

security above all else. On the other manus Theory Y workers are self 

directed, motivated for work without any external control or menace of 

penalty, they normally accept and frequently seek duty and shows their 

creativeness in work outing organisational jobs. Under Theory X, people ever

want to fulfill their lower demands and seek to fulfill their higher demands in 

leisure clip. 
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Beginning: Vijaya. K, Ravi Kiran. E, ( 2002-01 – 2002-06 ) , The Role of Non-

Financial Incentives in motive, hypertext transfer protocol: //www. 

indmedica. com/journals. php? journalid= 6 & A ; issueid= 21 & A ; articleid=

177 & A ; action= article, accessed on 6th Jan 2010 

Beginning: McAfee, B. , V. Quarstein, and A. Ardalan, 1995, “ The Effect of 

Discretion, Outcome Feedback, and Process Feedback on Employee Job 

Satisfaction ” , Industrial Management & A ; Data Systems, Vol. 95, No. 5, pp.

7-12 

Decision 
In recent times the success of any concern is determined by the professional 

capacity and the motivational degree of the employees. Now a twenty-four 

hours ‘ s organisations are confronting a batch of challenges to better the 

degree of committedness, accomplishment, and motive of the employees in 

workplace. They are inventing assorted schemes to hike the employee 

morale. The above literature supports the fact that employees plays a major 

function in organisational success Companies are confronting the challenges 

of increasing the degree of committedness, motive and occupation 

satisfaction among their employees. In this respect, it has became of import 

to take into consideration the impact of employees ‘ demands, motivations 

and aspirations as portion of the quality of work docket. 

Mentions 
Beginning: About. com ( 2010 ) , hypertext transfer protocol: 

//humanresources. about. com/od/motivationsucces3/a/motivatestaff. htm, 

accessed on 2nd Jan 20110 
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Beginning: ACCEL, ( 2010 ) , Human resource direction, hypertext transfer 

protocol: //www. accel-team. com/human_resources/hrm_08a. html, 

Accessed on 6th Jan 2010 

Beginning: Bacal, R, ( 2004 ) , How to Pull off Performance, . Blacklick, OH, 

USA, McGraw-Hill Companies. 

Beginning: Beatty, ( 1997 ) , New human resources functions to impact 

organisational public presentations, Newyork, John willey 

Beginning: Business balls, ( 2009 ) , Maslow ‘ s hierarchy of demands, 

hypertext transfer protocol: //www. businessballs. com/maslow. htm, 

accessed on 2nd Jan 2010 

Beginning: Kressler, Herwig. , ( 2003 ) , Motivate and Reward: Performance 

Appraisal and Incentive Systems for Business Success, Gordonsville, VA, 

USA, Palgrave Macmillan. 

Beginning: Lindner. J, ( 1998 ) , Understanding employee motive hypertext 

transfer protocol: //www. joe. org/joe/1998june/rb3. php, accessed on 6th Jan

2010. 

Beginning: Managing employee public presentation and wages ( 2006 ) , 

Cambridge university imperativeness. 

Beginning: Marsden. D, Richardson, R, ( May 1992 ) , Motivation and public 

presentation related wage in the public sector: a instance survey of the 

inland gross, hypertext transfer protocol: //eprints. lse. ac. 
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uk/3647/1/Motivation_and_performance_related_pay_in_the_public_sector 

( CEP ) . pdf, accessed on 2nd Jan 2010 

Beginning: Novabizz ( 2009 ) , Hertzberg factors, hypertext transfer protocol:

//www. novabizz. com/NovaAce/Behavior/img/herzberg_factors. gif, accessed 

on 27th Dec 2010 

Beginning: Shields. J, ( 2007 ) , Pull offing Employee Performance and 

Reward Concepts, Practices, Strategies, hypertext transfer protocol: //www. 

cambridge. org/catalogue/catalogue. asp? isbn= 9780521820462 & A ; ss= 

exc, accessed on 3rd Jan 2010 

Beginning: Vijaya. K, Ravi Kiran. E, ( 2002-01 – 2002-06 ) , The Role of Non-

Financial Incentives in motive, hypertext transfer protocol: //www. 

indmedica. com/journals. php? journalid= 6 & A ; issueid= 21 & A ; articleid=

177 & A ; action= article, accessed on 6th Jan 2010 

Beginning: Jariyavidyanont, S. , 1978, “ Job Satisfaction of NIDA Faculty 

Members ” , Unpublished Ph. D. Dissertation, Indiana University, USA 

Beginning: Luthans, F. , 2001, “ Job Satisfaction ” , Organisational Behaviour,

9th ed. , pp. 230-235 

Beginning: McAfee, B. , V. Quarstein, and A. Ardalan, 1995, “ The Effect of 

Discretion, Outcome Feedback, and Process Feedback on Employee Job 

Satisfaction ” , Industrial Management & A ; Data Systems, Vol. 95, No. 5, pp.

7-12 
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Beginning: Rue, L. W. and L. L. Byars, 1999, “ Motivating Today ‘ s Employee 

” , Supervision Key Link to Productivity, 6th ed. , The McGraw-Hill Companies,

Inc. , USA, pp. 271-285 

Beginning: Soranun, K. , 1994, “ Job Satisfaction and Factors Affecting Job 

Satisfaction of Academic Staffs and Non-Academic Staffs at Chulalongkorn 

University ” , Unpublished Master Thesis, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand 
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